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Introduction

This paper presents an exploration into what might be considered 
a specialized topic, subjective responses to retail analytics.

“Retail analytics involves using software to collect and analyze 
data from physical, online, and catalog outlets to provide retailers 
with insights into customer behavior and shopping trends. It can also 
be used to inform and improve decisions about pricing, inventory, 
marketing, merchandising, and store operations by applying 
predictive algorithms.” [1]

As this definition shows, retail analytics involves extensive data 
collection, complex analysis and presentation so that executives 
can make decisions for the benefit of their retail operations. For the 
analytics, there is the analyzed. Today’s marketing savvy consumers 
know that data is collected from them, and they expect the data to 
be used for their benefit, viz. personalized services and an improved 
shopping experience [2]. It’s an implicit contract.

For years now, retailers and most brands, promote their goal to 
be “consumer-centric,” i.e., putting the consumer at the center of 
everything a retailer or brand does, in effect placing the consumer in 
the driver’s seat, a position allowing them to tell brands how to shape 
brand experiences for them. Oddly, when it comes to retail analytics, 
the conversations are about executives interpreting consumer data – 
sales, trends, satisfaction levels to name three, but we could not find 
examples where the views of consumers about the use of – and how 
to use – retail analytics, which is derived from their data, to improve 
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their shopping experiences. This gap provided the novel opportunity 
to contribute new knowledge by turning the research of subjective 
responses to retail analytics on its head – to explicate the bottom-up 
perspectives of consumers to executives, leaders who may then become 
even more consumer-centric in ways that benefit their operations and 
improve their customers’ experiences.

Our modern age continues to grow in technological capabilities, 
empowered as it is by the computer, by the Internet, by the so-called 
Internet of Things, and by the hyperfocus on optimizing in real time. 
One can scarcely go through a day without being exposed to ceaseless 
streams of advertisements and calls to take a buying action. Often, 
the advertisements are for items already purchased, for items recently 
viewed or for items abandoned in an e-commerce shopping cart, 
such advertisements and calls to act emerging from rapid, micro-
second analysis of people’s shopping behaviors. Indeed, the analytic 
capabilities are so strong that the previous fad for gaining substantial 
insight, big data, looks almost antiquated in terms of the ability to deal 
with small, immediate, personalized data, generated nonstop.

It is no wonder that the world is awash in data. Our ability to 
formulate scientific questions, to track trends, to subject this rapid 
life to the slow majesty of scientific inquiry seems to vanish as the 
speeds and volumes of data feeds increase to an accelerating beat. It 
is difficult, indeed, to, ‘think slowly’ while in in the throes of massive 
data, massive opportunities to optimize.

We are accustomed to the slow, majestic, ingrained, now 
entrenched system of hypothetico-deductive reasoning [3]. The basic 
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idea is that science, or perhaps even people personally, ‘advance’ by 
forming a hypothesis about something, and rigorously testing that 
hypothesis, attempting to falsify Whatever is not falsified begins 
to have the ring of truth to it. At the same time as technology is 
speeding up data production and acquisition, there is a need to speed 
up knowledge acquisition and thinking. It may require exceptional 
innovation to create knowledge in the hard sciences, such as biology 
and chemistry, but to create valuable knowledge in the softer human-
centered sciences may be less of a problem. Indeed, with the advances 
already made in computers some of the paradigm changes may be 
within today’s grasp.

Mind Genomics, the Promise of AI, and a Vision of the 
Future

The study is part of the new effort in Mind Genomics to accelerate 
the acquisition of knowledge and insight for the world of the everyday, 
and for topics involving human feelings about situations and activities 
that we often overlook because of their sheer invisibility, such as our 
present topic of subjective feelings towards retail analytics. There is 
another motivation as well, the desire to demonstrate through an 
ongoing research program, whether the combination of artificial 
intelligence with systematized testing among humans can reveal new 
aspects of daily life, and even point to weak signals of attitudes which 
are evolving.

The underlying science, Mind Genomics, is an emerging discipline 
with rooms in a number of areas, including experimental psychology 
to search for causation of behavior, statistics which allow researchers 
to work with combinations of independent variables in the way which 
often occurs in nature, and finally consumer research which looks 
at how people make decisions about the world of the ‘ordinary’, the 
quotidian reality in which people actually live, function, thrive or fail.

The history of how Mind Genomics emerged or better ‘evolved’ 
has been told before, in detail. The story is simple, involving the basic 
question of how people respond when asked to evaluate a compound 
stimulus comprising a variety of features. The question is simple, 
and even the thinking is rudimentary. The sole focus is simply to see 
‘what happens.’ The effort is simply to find patterns in nature. There 
is no effort to create a theory, to prove or disprove a theory, although 
those noble efforts can certainly occur. The worldview underneath 
searching for patterns in nature come from psychophysics, the branch 
of experimental psychology, which searches for regularities in nature, 
such as the perceived sweetness of different concentration of sucrose 
in a water solution [4], or perhaps more of interest to industrial 
concerns, the perceived sweetness of different combinations and 
concentrations of artificial, high-potency sweeteners, in beverages. 
The effort is to discover relations in nature, regularities. The mass of 
such discoveries, especially in a defined and coherent field, becomes 
technological know-how and even the basis of science.

The project itself was run on an accelerated timetable, the total 
involvement being less than three hours, although spread over two 
periods, the first being the set up and empirical experiment, the 
second being the automated analysis using artificial intelligence. 
These two together constituted the period of less than three hours. The 

writing of the paper took considerably longer, but plans are underway 
to make the writing as quick as the design and the field research. In 
that way the Mind Genomics approach can be a living instantiation of 
what studies are, namely decision making in real time in the real world 
of the everyday. It is worth noting that the first use of AI in Mind 
Genomics goes back four years, with the process being long because it 
was a handcrafted combination of AI and Mind Genomics [5].

Part 1 – The Creation of the Study, and the Execution 
with Respondents

Mind Genomics studies are now scripted, following a templated 
procedure which reduces both the effort to acquire data as well as the 
‘angst’ involved in doing an experiment. A half-century of experience 
by author Moskowitz in the world of science has continued to reveal 
that anxiety reported by individuals who are not scientists in their 
daily lives but are asked to ‘do science’ for a specific objective.

The scripting for Mind Genomics is set up to ensure that the 
researcher can provide the necessary information, in the proper format. 
The actual experiment involves combining relevant ‘messages’ about 
a topic (called ‘elements’) into small, easy to read ‘vignettes’, a vignette 
comprising 2-4 such messages. The combinations are then evaluated by 
people, using a rating scale. The respondents each end up evaluating 24 
different vignettes, the vignettes for one respondent different from the 
vignettes for another respondent, but the set of elements being the same. 
Each respondent rates a unique set of 24 vignettes [6].

Mind Genomics studies are now scripted so that the studies can 
be set up on either a computer or a smartphone, run, and results 
downloaded with a short period of time. Table 1 provides key 
information about the study, information that will be explicated. 
The text in Table 1 comes directly from the report, contained in an 
Excel workbook, which can be downloaded either immediately for 
partial analysis (without the artificial intelligence summarizer), or 
after 30 minutes for complete analysis (with the artificial intelligence 
summarizer).

The set-up begins with the naming of the study, and then the 
instruction to provide four questions germane to the study topic. The 
researcher is prompted to structure the four questions so that they 
‘tell a story.’ During more than a decade, from the time that Mind 
Genomics was opened to the public as a ‘software as a service,’ there 
has been increasing number of situations where researchers seemed 
to have been overwhelmed by the task of creating elements. With the 
advent of artificial intelligence, such as Chat GPT, it has become easy 
to use AI to create questions. All the researcher has to do is write down 
a short paragraph in the Idea Coach ‘box’ in the Mind Genomics 
template, and the AI returns with 30 different questions.

Figure 1 shows the request for four questions (left panel), and the 
four questions provided by the researcher (right panel). Table 2 shows 
one run of the Idea Coach, returning with the 30 questions after the 
AI has been prompted by a short description of the project. The actual 
time for this first step with the Idea Coach is approximately one 60-90 
seconds after the researcher provides the Idea Coach with the small 
description. The researcher can select 0-4 questions. The questions 
selected are automatically put into the template. The researcher can 
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then repeat the action to get other answers. The actions are independent 
of each other, so that each use of the Idea Coach to provide questions 
is independent of the previous use. In this way a person new to the 
topic can learn a great deal about the topic, even without selecting 

questions. It is the sheer number of different questions presented in a 
short period of time which constitutes an ‘education’ for the researcher 
on the very topic being studied. It is for that reason that the approach 
is considered ‘Socratic.’

Study Title Retail analytics sustain.1 (fixed)

Identification Number of the study: 10102022.Retail

Date when the study was run: (10/10/2022-05/17/2023)

Number of respondents: 50

Purpose of the study: This is for a paper on sustainability. It took approximately 30 minutes to set up the study. 

Keywords: Sustain

Study info: <p>Today's stores are getting more knowledgeable about the 'supply chain'...from manufacturer to YOU. Here are things that the store does or can do. Tell 
us how you feel about what the store is doing. Read the whole paragraph as one 'blurb' from store to you</p>

Preliminary question:
Possible answers:

Please tell us how you feel about stores knowing employing the new methods of 'analytics' to understand shoppers and the shopping experience
1=I don't have any opinion 2=It's ok 3=It's a bit spooky

Preliminary question:
Possible answers:

If a store knows a lot about customers, do you think the store will
1=Offer better prices
 2=Satisfy the customer more
 3=Help make a better world 
4=Use the information to its own advantage

Preliminary question:
Possible answers:

Today's big thing is analytics. What do you think
1=So what 
2=Wow 
3=What's in it for me
 4=What will they do with it
5=Will it do anything good for the world 
6=Stores are just trying so to survive .. this is a tool

Rating question:
Ratings

What do you feel about what you just read
1=So what ... AND ....won't deliver 
2=So what .. BUT .. it could deliver
3=Can't honestly say
4=Sounds interesting .. BUT...won't deliver
5=Sounds interesting .. AND .. it could deliver

Table 1: Key information about the study provided by the Excel report.

Figure 1: The templated request for four questions (left panel), and the four questions provided by the Idea Coach (right panel).
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The next step consists of providing four answers to each question. 
Once again the Idea Coach comes into play. This time the information 
provided to Idea Coach is in the form of a query, that query created 
directly from the text of the specific question. When the researcher 
wants to change the query, it becomes a simple task of editing the 
question.

Figure 2 shows the formatted screen for Idea Coach, with the left 
panel showing the request for four answers, and the panel showing 
the completed set of answers used in the study. Table 3, in turn, shows 
15 answers generated from one run of the Idea Coach, with the first 
question. The time elapsed in about 30 seconds.

Once the study has been launched with the appropriate 
respondents, done easily within the BimiLeap program, the researcher 
selects the source of respondents, using the screen shown in Figure 3.

The respondent is ‘sourced’ from a panel provider specializing 
in on-line surveys. Across the world there are many such panel 
providers. These providers have lists of respondents and qualifications, 
individuals who have agreed to participate in similar studies for a 
reward provided by the supplier. The researcher need not know the 
agreement. All that is necessary is for the panel provider to source the 
correct respondent.

The Mind Genomics study can have elements (questions and 
answers) from different languages, and different alphabets, although 
the instructions for the actual set-up as done by the research are 
currently available in just a few languages (e.g., English, Chinese, 
Arabic Hebrew.

The actual experiment with the participant lasted approximately 
3-5 minutes. The experiment begins with a short orientation provided 
by the researcher, obtains responses to the self-profiling questions 
(including age and gender, not shown here), and then presents the 
respondent with the 24 different, systematically designed vignettes. 
The vignettes comprise 2-4 answers (elements), at most one answer 
from a question, but often no answers from a question.

The experimental design ensures that the ratings from each 
respondent can be analyzed separately, as well as being able to be 
analyzed as part of the group. The vignettes are set up so that each 
individual evaluates a unique set of 24 vignettes, a design structure 
which enables the researcher to explore many different aspects of an 
issue, without having to choose what combination of elements give the 
best chance of discovery.

It is important at this juncture to keep in mind that the effort is more 
in the world of ‘hypothesis-generating’ than in the world of ‘hypothesis-

1  What is the impact of analytics on store chains?

2  How do store chains use analytics to improve customer experience?

3  In what ways can analytics help store chains increase efficiency?

4  Can analytics improve sales performance for store chains?

5  How can analytics help store chains identify customer preferences?

6  What are the benefits of using analytics to understand customer behavior?

7  What impact can analytics have on store chains in terms of target marketing?

8  How can analytics help store chains reduce operational costs?

9  Can analytics help store chains predict consumer trends?

10  What role does analytics play in understanding competition for store chains?

11  How can store chains use analytics to optimize their product mix?

12  What are the challenges of using analytics in store chains?

13  Can analytics help store chains predict inventory demand?

14  How can store chains use analytics to personalize offers to customers?

15  How does analytics help store chains understand foot traffic?

16  What impact can analytics have on store chains in terms of customer retention?

17  Can analytics help store chains improve in-store signage?

18  How can analytics help store chains optimize store layout?

19  What impact can analytics have on store chains in terms of pricing strategy?

20  Can analytics help store chains improve their online customer experience?

21  How can store chains use analytics to understand the effectiveness of their marketing campaigns?

22  What role does social media data play in store chain analytics?

23  How can analytics help store chains identify new markets?

24  What impact can analytics have on store chains in terms of merchandising?

25  Can analytics help store chains improve their supply chain operations?

26  How do store chains use analytics to measure customer satisfaction?

27  What role does predictive analytics play in store chain operations?

28  Can analytics help store chains address customer complaints?

29  How can store chains use analytics to improve workforce management?

30  What are the ethical considerations when using analytics in store chains?

Table 2: The 30 questions returned by Idea Coach after being prompted by a small paragraph about the purpose of the study.
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testing.’ Quite often researchers really have no hypotheses to test but are 
constrained to do the study as if it were guided by a hypothesis. Mind 
Genomics disposes with that, freely representing that it is a discovery 
tool, to identify patterns which may be of interest in the way people think 
about a topic. The respondent sees an introduction to the study, usually 
presented in shortened form so that the specific information must come 
from the elements selected by the researcher. Figure 4 (top panel) shows 
the orientation question. Figure 4 (bottom panel) shows the five-point 
scale used by the researcher. Some of the text is cut off from the scale 
description. Figure 5 (top panel) shows the additional self-profiling 
questions as these appear to the respondent at the start of the evaluation 

by the respondent. Figure 5 (bottom panel) shows a clear reproduction 
of a vignette, as prescribed by an underlying experimental design. To 
the respondent there is no ’underlying pattern’ to be discovered. Rather, 
the vignette itself looks like it was randomly assembled, in virtually a 
haphazard manner.

Database Structure, Analysis, and Reports – Total Panel

Almost fifty years ago, it was possible to accelerate the acquisition 
of data and even the preliminary analysis of such data. One could 
gather data quickly, and using mark sense cards and later electronic 
input one could analyze the data by programs then available, usually 

Figure 2: The templated request for four answers for question #1 (left panel), and the four questions provided by the Idea Coach (right panel).

1  Analytics can help identify inefficiencies in the supply chain that contribute to environmental impact, such as excessive transportation or packaging waste

2  Modeling can help predict the environmental impact of different sourcing and production methods, enabling retailers to make more sustainable choices

3  Data analysis can help retailers track their progress towards sustainability goals and identify areas for improvement

4  Analytics can help retailers identify opportunities to reduce emissions and energy usage throughout the supply chain

5  Modeling can help retailers optimize their inventory management, reducing waste and minimizing the need for excess packaging and transportation

6  Data analysis can help retailers track and reduce their water usage

7  Analytics can help retailers identify opportunities to reduce their reliance on fossil fuels

8  Modeling can help retailers identify the most sustainable sourcing options for their products

9  Analytics can help retailers track and reduce the amount of waste they generate, including food waste

10  Modeling can help retailers optimize their transportation routes and reduce emissions

11  Data analysis can help retailers track and reduce their use of harmful chemicals throughout the supply chain

12  Analytics can help retailers identify opportunities to reduce their overall carbon footprint and minimize their impact on the environment

13  Modeling can help retailers evaluate the environmental impact of different packaging options, promoting the use of more sustainable materials

14  Data analysis can help retailers track and reduce their use of electricity throughout the supply chain

15  Analytics can help retailers identify opportunities to promote more sustainable behaviors and engage with consumers around environmental issues

Table 3: The 15 answers returned by Idea Coach after being prompted by Question #1.
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Figure 3: Source of respondents, selected by the researcher as the last part of the project set-up.

Figure 4: Respondent orientation screen in set-up program (top panel), and rating scale specifics in set up program (bottom panel).
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programs which specialized in descriptive analysis. The objective 
for this exercise is to move dramatically beyond that simple original 
analysis, pushing the limits by making use of smart experimental 
design, clustering, and applied artificial intelligence using GPT.

The actual data analysis is straightforward, made so by the 
judicious use of the experimental design, pre-selected so that the 
different sets of 24 combinations are really isomorphs of each other. 
Although the actual combinations, the vignettes, all differ from each 
other, mathematically the structure of each set of 24 vignettes is 
the same. In this way the researcher is assured of having a powerful 
analytic tool, which explores a great deal of the ‘design space’ (the 
possible combinations). Clearly, more individuals, more respondents 
means more of the design space is covered.

The analysis is made possible by the creation of a simple to use 
database. Each row of the database corresponds to one of the 24 
vignettes tested by a respondent. Thus, for this study, comprising 
as it does the responses of 50 individuals, the database contains 
50x24 or 1200 rows of data. The columns themselves are divided not 
bookkeeping columns (row number, study name, respondent number, 
test order number for the respondent, via 1-24), then 16 columns 
devoted to showing absence of element (value 0) or presence of 
element (value 1), and finally, the rating assigned, and the response 
time. Response time is defined as the number of seconds from the 
appearance of the vignette to the actual response assigned.

After the data are collected, the program creates new variables, 
specifically a binary variable TOP (ratings 5 and 4 transformed to 100; 

Figure 5: Screen shot for the pull-down menu of self-describing questions (top pane), and example of a four-element vignette plus rating question/scale as the respondent would see it on a full 
screen (bottom panel).
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ratings 3, 2 and 1 transformed to 0), and a second binary variable BOT 
(ratings 1 and 2 transformed to 100, ratings 3, 4 and 5 transformed to 
0). The BimiLeap program adds a vanishingly small random number 
(<10-4) to each BOT and TOP value, in order to ensure variation in 
the values of TOP and BOT. This prophylactic action ensures that 
there will be the necessary variability even when the respondent rated 
all vignettes either 1 or 2, or 3, 4 or 5,.

The first analysis generates an equation relating the presence/
absence of the 16 elements to the newly created dependent variable 
TOP. Table 4 shows the parameters of the equation, expressed as: TOP 
= k0 + k1(A1) + k2(A2) … k16(D4). . The use of an experimental 
design, permuted across the 50 respondents to create 1200 vignettes, 
ensures that the OLS regression will not encounter any problems in 
terms of variables correlated with each other. The coefficients have 
absolute value, viz., a 5 is half the value of a 10. This is important. 
Often it is only differences in coefficient values which are relevant, 
e.g., when the experimental design calls for each vignette to have 
exactly one element from each question. That ‘tempting’ requirement 
substantially weakens the results.

With the recognition of these properties of the regression results, 
the researcher can quickly understand the dynamics revealed in the 
experiment. The results are immediate and obvious once the meaning 
of the coefficients is understood. The coefficients tell us the proportion 
of times a response to the vignette will be 5 or 4 (here … ‘sounds 
interesting’) when the element is put into the vignette.

Note: Other binary dependent variables can be created

BOT = rating 1,2 transformed to 100. ‘Does not sound interesting’

RATE52 = rating 5,2 transformed to 100. ‘Could deliver’

RATE 41 = rating 4, 1 transformed to 100. ‘Won’t deliver’

Table 4 shows us 17 numbers, the additive constant and 16 
coefficients. Mind Genomics studies generate a large number of 
coefficients. We are not interested in the coefficients which are 0 or 
lower. These low coefficients say that the presence of the element in 
the vignette ‘does not add’. It does not mean that the element actually 
detracts, or perhaps just as likely, the element is irrelevant, leading to 
a rating of 3.

The additive constant tells us the proclivity of the respondents to 
say ‘sounds interesting’ in the absence of any elements in the vignette. 
By underlying design, the vignettes all comprise a minimum of two 
elements and a maximum of four elements. Therefore, the additive 
constant is simply a correction factor in statistics. ON the other hand, 
we can use it as a baseline, a proclivity for the respondent to say, 
‘sounds interesting’. We will use it to gain that insight. Table 4 shows 
the additive constant to be 70, meaning that when it comes to knowing 
that the topic will be store analytics, 70% of the respondents will be 
strongly positive. Had we done this type of experiment across years 
ago we could have measured the change in this additive constant to get 
a sense of how new ideas are accepted.

Group = Total Panel
Dependent Variable = TOP (Rate54100; Sounds Interesting Total

Base Size 50

Additive Constant 71

Question A: How can analytics and modeling help improve environmental sustainability in retail supply chains?

A1 Analytics can help to identify inefficiencies and potential improvements in the supply chain.

A2 Modeling can help to identify and assess the viability of new sustainable technologies and practices.

A3 Analytics can help to improve communication and coordination among different stakeholders in the supply chain.

A4 Analytics can help to develop new sustainable technologies and practices.

Question B: How can analytics and modeling help improve social sustainability in retail supply chains?

B1 By understanding the customer's preferences for sustainable products, retailers can make more informed decisions about which products to stock and promote.

B2 By understanding the social and environmental impacts of the production process, retailers can make more informed decisions about which products are the most sustainable.

B3 By understanding the social and environmental impacts of the products they sell, retailers can make more responsible sourcing decisions.

B4 By understanding which areas of the supply chain are the most resource-intensive, retailers can make changes to become more efficient and reduce their environmental impact.

Question C: How can analytics and modeling help improve economic sustainability in retail supply chains?

C1 Analytics and modeling can help identify patterns in customer behavior and demand, allowing retailers to more accurately forecast inventory needs and avoid overstocking or 
understocking. 1

C2 Analytics and modeling can help optimize pricing strategies to help improve margins and overall profitability.

C3 Analytics and modeling can help improve store layout and design to better match customer needs and preferences.

C4 Analytics and modeling can help improve transportation management to reduce shipping costs and lead times. 5

Question D: How can data analytics be used to improve retail supply chain management?

D1 Data analytics can be used to benchmark supplier performance, helping retailers identify the best performers and hold them accountable.

D2 Data analytics can be used to understand customer sentiment, allowing retailers to address concerns and improve the shopping experience.

D3 Data analytics can be used to monitor social media activity, helping retailers identify trending products and capitalize on buzz. 6

D4 Data analytics can be used to track loyalty program data, helping retailers identify and target their best customers. -

Table 4: Elements for the Total Panel which drive TOP (Sounds interesting).
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Only three of the 16 elements generate coefficients of 1 or above. 
The remaining generate coefficients of 0 or negative. For the sake of 
clarity, and for the sake of allowing patterns to come through, we do 
not show any 0 or negative coefficients. If we discard the element with 
coefficient 1, quite close to 0, we are left with the finding that of our 16 
best guesses using artificial intelligence, edited by a human researcher, 
we end up with only two strong performing elements, and indeed only 
modest performers at that.

Shown these results and presented with the Mind Genomics 
approach for the first time, the critic of artificial intelligence might aver, 
perhaps even strongly aver, that these results contradict the claims of 
AI proponents that AI can be as good or better than people. The reality 
is not as positive, however. When a person selects the elements alone, 
quite often the person does about as poorly, or perhaps slightly better.

C4: Analytics and modeling can help improve transportation 
management to reduce shipping costs and lead times.

D3: Data analytics can be used to monitor social media activity, 
helping retailers identify trending products and capitalize on buzz.

Before moving on to an analysis of subgroups and mind-sets, it 
is instructive to see what AI can provide in terms of a standardized 
interpretation of the results. The analysis by AI should be considered 
simply as tentative observations made by a heuristic. It will still take a 
person to go through the data, but in the interests of speed, one might 
employ the AI heuristic to get a sense of the answers before spending 
time with the results.

Table 5 shows the response of AI to six queries. These queries are 
listed below.

1. Interested in

2. Create a label for this segment

3. Describe this segment

4. Describe the attractiveness of this segment as a target audience:

5. Explain why this segment might not be attractive as a target 
audience:

6. Which messages will interest this segment?

The queries look only at the moderate and higher elements, viz., 
those with coefficients of +5 or higher. Elements with coefficients of 4 
or lower are ignored. For our data in Table 4 using the Total Panel the 
AI uses only two of the 16 elements to write its analysis.

Results from Self-profiling Questionnaire – What will 
the Store Do with the New Analytics

Our second analysis parallels the first, this time focusing on how 
the respondent feels about what the store will do with the analytic 
information. The actual question and answers appear below. Out of 
four possible answers, most of the respondents (43 of 50) chose only 
two, better price and better service, respectively.

If a store knows a lot about customers, do you think the store will

1=Offer better prices

2=Satisfy the customer more

3=Help make a better world

4=Use the information to its own advantage

Two groups or segments emerge, those who feel that the store will 
offer better prices using the analytics data (15 of 50), and those who 
feel that the store with use the information to better satisfy customers 
(29 of 50). Both have similar additive constants (63 and 69) but 
respondent in radically different ways to the elements.

Total Panel - TOP

Interested in: Analytics and modeling can help improve transportation management to reduce shipping costs and lead times.; Data analytics can be used to monitor social media activity, 
helping retailers identify trending products and capitalize on buzz.; 

Create a label for this segment: Data-Driven Decision Makers"

Describe this segment: The segment displays an interest in the application of analytics and modeling in transportation management to decrease shipping costs and lead times. Additionally, 
they recognize the value of data analytics in monitoring social media activity to identify popular products and utilize the buzz for increased sales.
Describe the attractiveness of this segment as a target audience: Based on the attributes of the sample described, this segment would be highly attractive as a target audience for companies 
seeking to improve their transportation management or capitalize on social media trends. The fact that the sample has a demonstrated interest in the power of analytics and modeling 
suggests they may be receptive to marketing messages that emphasize data-driven solutions or insights. Furthermore, the specific examples cited in the description - reducing shipping costs 
and lead times, monitoring social media activity to identify trending products - suggest that this segment is likely to have a practical, results-oriented Mind-Set that prioritizes efficiency and 
profitability. Overall, this segment appears to offer significant potential for companies seeking to leverage analytics and modeling to improve their business outcomes.
Explain why this segment might not be attractive as a target audience: Based on the given attributes, this segment might not be attractive as a target audience for several reasons:

1. Lack of specificity: The attributes mentioned are quite broad and do not provide any specific information about the segment's demographics, psychographics, or behavior patterns. This 
makes it difficult to tailor marketing messages and strategies to this group effectively.

2. Limited interest in transportation and social media analytics: While analytics and modeling are essential tools for many businesses, not all consumers are interested in these topics or see 
their benefits. Therefore, this segment may not value these services or solutions, making them less likely to engage with marketing efforts.

3. Unclear buying behavior: Without understanding the segment's buying behavior or purchasing habits, it's challenging to develop targeted promotions or incentives that speak to their 
specific needs and interests. Thus, it becomes challenging to motivate this group to take action or convert them into loyal customers. 

Overall, these factors suggest that this segment may not be an optimal target audience because of the lack of specificity, limited interest in analytics and modeling, and uncertain buying 
behavior.
Which messages will interest this segment? This segment is likely interested in the message related to analytics and modeling improving transportation management to reduce shipping 
costs and lead times. They may also be interested in the message on data analytics being used to monitor social media activity to identify trending products and capitalize on buzz, as it relates 
to retail operations.

Table 5: AI first scan and interpretation of the strong performing elements (6 and higher) for the Total Panel, on six queries.
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The data for this new analysis comparing different points of view 
on what will the store do with the analytics appear in Table 6 for the 
coefficients, and Table 7 for the AI summarization. Once again all 
coefficients of 1 or lower are not shown. In the interests of simplicity, 
all elements without at least one coefficient of ‘2’ Table 6 suggests 

that the response of those in Segment 1 (believe the store will offer 
better prices) are strong and focused, whereas there are no strong 
performing elements for Segment 2 (believe that the operations will 
be better) (Table 7).

  If a store knows a lot about customers, do you think the store will Offer better prices Satisfy the customer more

  Base Size 14 29

  Additive Constant 63 69

Strong for Segment 1 – Offer better prices

D3 Data analytics can be used to monitor social media activity, helping retailers identify trending products and capitalize on buzz. 20 3

C4 Analytics and modeling can help improve transportation management to reduce shipping costs and lead times. 16 5

D4 Data analytics can be used to track loyalty program data, helping retailers identify and target their best customers. 12

D1 Data analytics can be used to benchmark supplier performance, helping retailers identify the best performers and hold them accountable. 11

D2 Data analytics can be used to understand customer sentiment, allowing retailers to address concerns and improve the shopping experience. 11

C2 Analytics and modeling can help optimize pricing strategies to help improve margins and overall profitability. 7

Positive, But Not Strong for Either Segment

B1 By understanding the customer's preferences for sustainable products, retailers can make more informed decisions about which products 
to stock and promote. 5

Table 6: Elements which drive TOP (Sounds interesting) for the two segments emerging from the question self-profiling question: If a store knows a lot about customers, do you think the store will…

If a store knows a lot about customers, do you think the store will: Offer better prices

Interested in: By understanding the customer's preferences for sustainable products, retailers can make more informed decisions about which products to stock and promote.; Analytics and 
modeling can help optimize pricing strategies to help improve margins and overall profitability.; Analytics and modeling can help improve transportation management to reduce shipping 
costs and lead times.; Data analytics can be used to benchmark supplier performance, helping retailers identify the best performers and hold them accountable; Data analytics can be used to 
understand customer sentiment, allowing retailers to address concerns and improve the shopping experience.; Data analytics can be used to monitor social media activity, helping retailers 
identify trending products and capitalize on buzz.; Data analytics can be used to track loyalty program data, helping retailers identify and target their best customers.; 

Create a label for this segment: Benefits of Data Analytics for Retailers.

Describe this segment: The segment is focused on data analytics and its potential application in the retail industry. It highlights the various benefits that can be derived from data analytics such 
as optimization of pricing strategies, improvement of transportation management, benchmarking of supplier performance, and tracking of loyalty program data. The segment also emphasizes 
the use of data analytics in understanding customer preferences, sentiment, and social media activity, which can help retailers to make informed decisions about which products to stock and 
promote, address customer concerns, and capitalize on trending products.
Describe the attractiveness of this segment as a target audience: The segment described is highly attractive as a target audience for retailers and businesses focused on sustainability and 
profitability. The use of analytics and modeling to optimize pricing, transportation management and supplier performance, as well as monitoring social media activity and tracking loyalty 
program data, provides valuable insights into customer preferences and sentiment. This information can be used to better cater to the needs and preferences of eco-conscious consumers, 
ultimately leading to increased sales and profitability. Additionally, addressing concerns and improving the shopping experience can help build customer loyalty, making this segment even 
more valuable as a target audience.
Explain why this segment might not be attractive as a target audience: It is not clear which segment of the total sample is being described, therefore it is difficult to determine why they might 
not be an attractive target audience. More information is necessary to provide an accurate explanation.
Which messages will interest this segment? This segment is likely to be interested in messages related to data analytics and modeling, as they provide insights that can help retailers make 
informed decisions and improve various aspects of their operations such as pricing strategies, transportation management, and supplier performance. They may also be interested in messages 
related to understanding customer preferences, sentiment, and loyalty, as these can help retailers improve the shopping experience and target their best customers. Messages related to 
monitoring social media activity and identifying trending products may also be of interest. Overall, messages that emphasize the use of data analytics to drive business performance and 
customer satisfaction are likely to appeal to this segment.
If a store knows a lot about customers, do you think the store will:
Satisfy the customer more 

Interested in: Analytics and modeling can help improve transportation management to reduce shipping costs and lead times.; 

Create a label for this segment: Transportation Optimization Seekers

Unfortunately, there is no segment specified in the given description. It only talks about the potential use of analytics and modeling to improve transportation management.

Describe the attractiveness of this segment as a target audience: The sample of the research study suggests that there is a significant interest in reducing shipping costs and lead times through 
the use of analytics and modeling in transportation management. This indicates that this segment is likely to be highly attracted to any solutions or products that can help them achieve these 
goals. They are likely to be receptive to innovative and technology-driven approaches and may prioritize cost savings and efficiency in their transportation management practices. Therefore, 
this segment could be a highly targeted and viable audience for businesses offering transportation management solutions or related services.
Explain why this segment might not be attractive as a target audience: There is no specific attribute mentioned in the description that would indicate why this segment might not be attractive 
as a target audience for improving transportation management. Therefore, it is impossible to make a judgment about the attractiveness of this segment. However, the lack of any demographic 
or psychographic information about this segment may make it difficult to target them effectively with marketing messages or product offerings.
Which messages will interest this segment? The given description does not provide any clear indication of a specific segment within the total sample. Therefore, it is not possible to determine 
which messages would interest this segment without further information.

Table 7: First scan and interpretation of the strong performing elements (6 and higher) by for the two segments, based on the self-profiling question of what the store will do with the results 
from the data analytic.
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Results from Dividing Respondents into Mind-Sets 
Based Upon the Pattern of Coefficients

Our final data analysis will focus on the creation of mind-sets, 
groups of respondents who are put together by the k-means clustering 
program [7], based upon the similarity of the patterns made by their 
coefficients. For the clustering we use all 16 coefficients, whether 
positive or negative, although we only show the positive coefficients in 
the results. Clustering does not use the additive constant.

The clustering program is embedded in the BimiLeap program, 
generating at first two mind-sets, and then totally once again, three 
mind-sets. Each respondent is assigned to only one of the two or three 
mind-sets. Furthermore, the mind-sets encompass all respondents.

The objective of the clustering exercise is to discover hitherto 
unexpected groups of respondents based upon the patterns of 
their coefficients from thousands of small studies clustering based 
on coefficients emerges with meaningful, interpretable groups of 
respondents, even though the process is purely mechanical and 
mathematical.

Table 8 shows the positive performing elements for the three-
mind-solution. The two-mind-solution is not shown in the interest of 

space. Table 9 once again shows the AI interpretation of the results, 
obtained by applying six queries to each of the three mind-sets.

In contrast to the data from the Total Panel, and the data from 
the Self-Defined Segments regarding what the company will do with 
the segments, the division by the pattern of coefficients shows strong 
performing coefficients, and meaningful stories which repeat from the 
two-mind-set solution (data not shown in the interest of space.).

Beyond Interpretation to Understanding Performance 
at a Glance

A continuing issue emerging from these small-scale studies is 
‘How did we do?’ The same question is asked by researchers in most 
areas, with the underlying issue touching on ‘did the experiment 
work?’ With Mind Genomics coupled with AI at the very early stages, 
and available world-wide at the press of a key, the issue becomes the 
degree to which the study generated anything of value. The notion of 
‘value’ is not the personal value of the data to the researcher, nor value 
in terms of scientific reproducibility and validity, but rather did the 
effort lead to any strong performing elements. We learn that when we 
have strong performing elements there is a strong link between an 
element and the rating question. That linkage is what the researcher 

  Group (Binary Ratings) MS 1 of 3 MS 2 of 3 MS 3 of 3

  Base Size 19 16 15

  Additive Constant 86 63 59

 Strong for Mind-Set 1 of 3 – Focus on price/profitability      

C2 Analytics and modeling can help optimize pricing strategies to help improve margins and overall profitability. 18    

C4 Analytics and modeling can help improve transportation management to reduce shipping costs and lead times. 12 6  

C1 Analytics and modeling can help identify patterns in customer behavior and demand, allowing retailers to more accurately forecast inventory needs 
and avoid overstocking or understocking. 10 4  

C3 Analytics and modeling can help improve store layout and design to better match customer needs and preferences. 7

  Strong for Mind-Set 2 of 3– Focus on innovation/operations      

A3 Analytics can help to improve communication and coordination among different stakeholders in the supply chain.   11  

A2 Modeling can help to identify and assess the viability of new sustainable technologies and practices.   9  

A1 Analytics can help to identify inefficiencies and potential improvements in the supply chain.   8  

A4 Analytics can help to develop new sustainable technologies and practices.   8  

C4 Analytics and modeling can help improve transportation management to reduce shipping costs and lead times. 12 6

  Strong for Mind-Set 3 of 3 – Focus on the outside world behavior      

D3 Data analytics can be used to monitor social media activity, helping retailers identify trending products and capitalize on buzz. 2   17

D1 Data analytics can be used to benchmark supplier performance, helping retailers identify the best performers and hold them accountable.     14

B1 By understanding the customer's preferences for sustainable products, retailers can make more informed decisions about which products to stock and 
promote.     10

D4 Data analytics can be used to track loyalty program data, helping retailers identify and target their best customers.     10

B2 By understanding the social and environmental impacts of the production process, retailers can make more informed decisions about which products 
are the most sustainable.     8

B4 By understanding which areas of the supply chain are the most resource-intensive, retailers can make changes to become more efficient and reduce 
their environmental impact. 6

  Not strong for any mind-set      

B3 By understanding the social and environmental impacts of the products they sell, retailers can make more responsible sourcing decisions.     4

D2 Data analytics can be used to understand customer sentiment, allowing retailers to address concerns and improve the shopping experience.     3

Table 8: Elements which drive TOP (Sounds interesting) for the three mind-sets, emerging from k-means clustering of all the element coefficients from the 50 respondents. Only those elements 
with at least one coefficient of 2 or higher are shown.
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Mind-Set 1 of 3 - Top

Interested in: Analytics and modeling can help identify patterns in customer behavior and demand, allowing retailers to more accurately forecast inventory needs and avoid overstocking or 
understocking.; Analytics and modeling can help optimize pricing strategies to help improve margins and overall profitability.; Analytics and modeling can help improve store layout and design 
to better match customer needs and preferences.; Analytics and modeling can help improve transportation management to reduce shipping costs and lead times.; 

Create a label for this Mind-Set: Benefits of Analytics and Modeling for Retailers

Describe this Mind-Set: The Mind-Set of interest is retailers who are interested in utilizing analytics and modeling to improve their inventory management, pricing strategies, store layout 
and design, and transportation management. They recognize that these tools can help them more accurately forecast demand, improve their profitability and margin, and better cater to their 
customers' needs and preferences.
Describe the attractiveness of this Mind-Set as a target audience: The total sample in this research study appears to be an attractive target audience for retailers looking to improve their 
operations through analytics and modeling. The attributes described suggest that this group is interested in using data to make better business decisions, which could potentially lead to 
increased profitability and efficiency. Additionally, the focus on customer behavior and preferences suggests that this group values providing a positive shopping experience for their customers. 
Overall, retailers who cater to this audience may be able to gain a competitive advantage through more effective data analysis and operational optimization.
Explain why this Mind-Set might not be attractive as a target audience: This Mind-Set might not be attractive as a target audience because they are not specific to any particular industry 
or business. The attributes mentioned are general benefits of utilizing analytics and modeling in various aspects of a business. Therefore, it is difficult to identify a specific target audience 
that would benefit exclusively from these attributes. Additionally, the lack of specificity in the attributes may not resonate strongly with potential customers who are looking for more tailored 
solutions to their unique business challenges.
Which messages will interest this Mind-Set? The Mind-Set that will potentially be interested in these messages is likely to be retailers who are looking for ways to optimize their business 
operations, improve their profitability and meet the evolving needs and preferences of their customers. They may be particularly interested in the benefits of using analytics and modeling to 
forecast inventory needs, optimize pricing strategies, improve store layout and design, and reduce shipping costs and lead times.

Mind-Set 2 of 3 - Top

Interested in: Analytics can help to identify inefficiencies and potential improvements in the supply chain.; Modeling can help to identify and assess the viability of new sustainable technologies 
and practices.; Analytics can help to improve communication and coordination among different stakeholders in the supply chain.; Analytics can help to develop new sustainable technologies 
and practices.; Analytics and modeling can help identify patterns in customer behavior and demand, allowing retailers to more accurately forecast inventory needs and avoid overstocking or 
understocking.; Analytics and modeling can help improve transportation management to reduce shipping costs and lead times.; 

Create a label for this Mind-Set: None provided by AI

Describe this Mind-Set: This Mind-Set is interested in using analytics and modeling to improve various aspects of the supply chain, including identifying inefficiencies, improving 
communication and coordination among stakeholders, developing new sustainable technologies and practices, and improving transportation management. They are also interested in using 
analytics and modeling to identify patterns in customer behavior and demand to improve inventory management.
Describe the attractiveness of this Mind-Set as a target audience: This Mind-Set appears to be highly attractive as a target audience, as it is focused on using analytics and modeling to identify 
inefficiencies and optimize the supply chain. Additionally, the Mind-Set demonstrates a strong interest in sustainable technologies and practices, which is a growing trend in the business world. 
The focus on improving communication and coordination among stakeholders and improving transportation management also suggests a willingness to invest in technology and data-driven 
solutions to drive business success. Finally, the Mind-Set's interest in using analytics and modeling to improve customer forecasting and inventory management suggests a focus on delivering 
high-quality customer experiences, which is an important factor in building long-term brand loyalty and business success. Overall, this Mind-Set presents a promising target audience for 
businesses looking to leverage data and analytics to drive supply chain optimization and sustainable business practices.
Explain why this Mind-Set might not be attractive as a target audience: This Mind-Set might not be attractive as a target audience because they seem to be focused on improving the supply 
chain and sustainability practices, rather than being a consumer or client of a product or service. They might not be interested in purchasing products or services directly from a company, 
which could make it challenging for companies to target them with their marketing efforts. Additionally, they may not be as willing to invest in products or services that do not align with their 
values around sustainability and responsible supply chain practices.
Which messages will interest this Mind-Set? This Mind-Set is most likely interested in messages related to the use of analytics and modeling to identify inefficiencies and potential 
improvements in the supply chain, develop new sustainable technologies and practices, and improve transportation management to reduce costs and lead times. They may also be interested in 
messages related to using analytics to improve communication and coordination among different stakeholders in the supply chain, and to identify patterns in customer behavior and demand 
for more accurate inventory forecasting.

Mind-Set 3 of 3 - Top

Interested in: By understanding the customer's preferences for sustainable products, retailers can make more informed decisions about which products to stock and promote.; By understanding 
the social and environmental impacts of the production process, retailers can make more informed decisions about which products are the most sustainable.; By understanding the social and 
environmental impacts of the products they sell, retailers can make more responsible sourcing decisions.; By understanding which areas of the supply chain are the most resource-intensive, 
retailers can make changes to become more efficient and reduce their environmental impact.; Data analytics can be used to benchmark supplier performance, helping retailers identify the best 
performers and hold them accountable.; Data analytics can be used to monitor social media activity, helping retailers identify trending products and capitalize on buzz.; Data analytics can be 
used to track loyalty program data, helping retailers identify and target their best customers.; 

Create a label for this Mind-Set: Retailer Sustainability and Data Analytics.

Describe this Mind-Set: This Mind-Set is focused on the retail industry and how retailers can make more informed decisions about sustainable products and responsible sourcing. They believe 
that understanding the social and environmental impacts of production and sales processes is crucial to making responsible decisions. This Mind-Set is also interested in using data analytics 
to improve efficiency, identify top-performing suppliers, capitalize on trending products, and target loyal customers.
Describe the attractiveness of this Mind-Set as a target audience: The total sample of the research study is an attractive target audience for retailers who prioritize sustainability and 
responsibility in their sourcing and production processes. The audience values understanding the social and environmental impacts of products and production processes, which can inform 
retailers' decision-making. The audience is also interested in using data analytics to improve efficiency, benchmarking supplier performance, and identifying trending products and loyal 
customers. Overall, this audience is likely to appreciate retailers that prioritize sustainability and transparency.
Explain why this Mind-Set might not be attractive as a target audience: It is not clear who the target audience is for this description of attributes. It appears to be more relevant for retailers 
than for customers. Therefore, if the goal is to attract customers as the target audience, this Mind-Set may not be attractive as it focuses more on how retailers can make more informed, 
sustainable decisions rather than on the benefits or preferences of the customers. Without clearly defining the target audience and their needs, it is difficult to determine the attractiveness of 
this Mind-Set.
Which messages will interest this Mind-Set? This Mind-Set is likely to be interested in messages related to sustainability, responsible sourcing, and efficient supply chain management. They 
are also likely to be interested in the use of data analytics to make informed decisions and identify trends and best performers. Messages that highlight how these strategies can benefit the 
environment and society, while also potentially improving the retailer's bottom line, may be particularly effective for this Mind-Set.

Table 9: AI interpretation of the strong performing elements (6 and higher) by AI for the three-mind-set solution.
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seeks in these studies. Knowing that some elements get high scores 
and other elements get low scores tells the researcher she or he can 
move in the direction of the high scoring elements. It is in those 
elements that the relevant issue can be further understood, at least in 
the minds of the people who are the respondents.

As part of the effort to ‘systematize’ the use of Mind Genomics in 
this era of easy-to-use techniques empowered by AI, we present the 
IDT, Index of Divergent Thought.

The objective of IDT is to measure the impact of the elements. 
The IDT generates a simple index, shown in Table 10. Each positive 
element is weighted by the relative number of respondents when we 
consider the entire study as six groups (Total, Mind-Sets 1 and 2 in 
the 2-Mind-Set solution, and Mind-Sets 1, 2 and 3 in the 3-Mind-Set 
Solution). Each of the six groups has a specific number of respondents, 
which add up to 3x the base size, or 3x50, viz. 150. The IDT is simply 
the weighted sum of the positive coefficients, the weight being the 
ratio of the number of respondents in a group versus the total number 
of 150. Note that the two-mind-set solution was developed, but not 
shown in the interest of space.

The ideal use of the IDT at these early days of implementation is 
to determine how good was the choice of elements. The IDT for this 
study is 33.05, on the low side. Keeping in mind that the elements 
were obtained from AI, and only modestly edited, we have with the 
IDT a way to quantify the strength of the ideas as they are perceived 
by people.

Discussion and Conclusions

As emphasized above, this study was undertaken as a study of an 
experience, the experience being the efforts to learn about a topic new 
to the senior author, viz., sustainability in the world of retail analytics. 
The original idea for this study came from a call for papers from 
the newly founded journal ‘Sustainability.’ The fact that the senior 
author had little experience with the topic of retail analytics, and 
indeed scarcely, if ever, thought about the topic, made the study more 
interesting. As a senior scientist, with 54 years of experience after the 
PhD., the topic was interesting simply because it asked the question 
‘what really could be learned by and contributed by a novice, albeit a 
novice with professional experience.’

 

Total

M
S 1 of 2

M
S 2 of 2

M
S 1 of 3

M
S 2 of 3

M
S 3 of 3

Base (number of respondents in this group) out of 150 50 26 24 19 16 15

Analytics can help to identify inefficiencies and potential improvements in the supply chain.     5   8  

Modeling can help to identify and assess the viability of new sustainable technologies and practices.     8   9  

Analytics can help to improve communication and coordination among different stakeholders in the supply chain.     8   11  

Analytics can help to develop new sustainable technologies and practices.     1   8  

By understanding the customer's preferences for sustainable products, retailers can make more informed decisions about which products to stock 
and promote.           10

By understanding the social and environmental impacts of the production process, retailers can make more informed decisions about which 
products are the most sustainable.           8

By understanding the social and environmental impacts of the products they sell, retailers can make more responsible sourcing decisions.           4

By understanding which areas of the supply chain are the most resource-intensive, retailers can make changes to become more efficient and reduce 
their environmental impact.           6

Analytics and modeling can help identify patterns in customer behavior and demand, allowing retailers to more accurately forecast inventory needs 
and avoid overstocking or understocking. 1 6   10 4  

Analytics and modeling can help optimize pricing strategies to help improve margins and overall profitability. 0 11   18    

Analytics and modeling can help improve store layout and design to better match customer needs and preferences.   1   7    

Analytics and modeling can help improve transportation management to reduce shipping costs and lead times. 5 10 12 6  

Data analytics can be used to benchmark supplier performance, helping retailers identify the best performers and hold them accountable.   1       14

Data analytics can be used to understand customer sentiment, allowing retailers to address concerns and improve the shopping experience. 0 2       3

Data analytics can be used to monitor social media activity, helping retailers identify trending products and capitalize on buzz. 6 7 3 2   17

Data analytics can be used to track loyalty program data, helping retailers identify and target their best customers.     10

             

Sum Total of All Positive Coefficients 12 38 25 49 46 72

Average of All Positive Coefficients (sum coefficients/base) 0.2 1.5 1 2.6 2.9 4.8

Number of respondents in the column (in the subgroup) 50 26 24 19 16 15

Weight = Proportion of the respondents in the subgroup 0.33 0.17 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.10

Weighted Total (Weight x Sum Total of All Positive Coefficients) 3.96 6.46 4.00 6.37 5.06 7.20

Final Score = sum of weighted total 33.05          

Table 10: The IDT, Index of Diverged Thought, showing the performance of the elements, and thus the strength of the thinking behind the specific Mind Genomics study.
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In fact, we learned that our respondents, who are also consumers, 
can easily grasp the features and uses of retail analytics, and that 
they reveal three distinct Mind-sets towards retail analytics. Mind-
set 1: Focus on price/profitability; Mind-set 2: Focus on innovation/
operations; and Mind-set 3: Focus on the outside world behavior. 
Each of these newly discovered mind-sets educates retail executives 
with knowledge never known to them before, guidance from 
consumers about how they might leverage retail analytics for their 
customers’ benefit and, perhaps, unleashing innovation benefitting 
both the shopper and the retailer. They can break from past tradition 
of analyzing from on high what they think is best for their shoppers.

The actual study was easy to implement. The use of the Idea Coach 
made things easier, although it was not clear to whether these were 
the ‘right questions’ to ask. The answers were not the issue. Rather, it 
was the questions, leading to the realization that emphasis is research 
should be put on asking an appropriate, meaningful question. So many 
of the AI generated questions seemed real until thought through, with 
the question of ‘what type of answer would this question engender’

The actual process itself revealed some unexpected benefits. 
The key benefit might be said to be ‘sharpening’ and improving the 
question, until one reaches a powerful question. The reality of this 
single powerful question is important. We are not taught important, 
seminal questions to ask. And all too often, when these questions are 
asked, their importance is often unrecognized.

To sum up, this paper demonstrates the increasing ease with 
which a novice can use computer technology to learn by exploration. 
The templated version of Mind Genomics makes it possible for the 
novice to move quickly from issue to empirical results. At the front-
end AI provides a Socratic way of creating questions, that create an 
education on the topic. At the back end, the AI allows the researcher 
to understand the results from a variety of perspectives, provided by 
the different queries.

If we were to surmise the potential of the approach, we might find 
its greatest use in the world of education, to teach [8]. Teaching may not 
be limited to students, but rather ‘teaching’ here is used in the general 
sense, to instruct a person about a specific topic [9,10]. The unique 
combination of AI at the front and back, coupled with real human 
responses, provides a powerful tool to explore many dimensions of 
being, from the simplest to the profound, rapidly, iteratively, and with 
the potential of opening entirely new disciplines as the information 
from related studies is aggregated into a coherent whole with many 
different facets.
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